1. Updates
   1.1 UW Google
   - 1022 UW Google accounts using more than 100 GB of storage space (i.e., "over quota" accounts) received an email from the UW Google Changes Project team that their account will be restricted on June 11 if they do not reduce their storage use to under 100 GB.
   - Googler Shared Drives
     - Beginning in July, users will be able to purchase additional storage in Google Shared Drives.
     - By November of 2024, all Google My Drives must conform to the 100 GB quota.
     - 1.7 PB OF DATA IS IN My Drives or Shared Drives and either must be deleted or exist in a Shared Drive with expanded storage.
     - At least 20 users have committed to purchasing 100 TB of storage thus far.
   - Comparing M365 and GW4E: UW currently purchases 66,000 A5 licenses for faculty/staff and 95,000 student licenses; and 100,000 student licenses (received 1 free staff license for every 4 student licenses for a total of 25,000 free), respectively.
   - UW Google usage profile in the past 30 days in May:
     - Google Drive: 57K (primary usage); Gmail: 23K; Calendar: 27K and Meet: 3K
   - I & T Governance: Enterprise Technology Board is exploring: (a) increase MS Office 365 adoption and (b) reduce Google adoption

1.2 Intrusion cameras (potentially in four Pacific Avenue level locations)
   - Have informed the unions (through HR), ASUWT President and ASUWT Director of Student Technology and the STFC.

1.3 Summer Classroom Renovation Projects
   - CP-108, SCI-311, SCI-317 and WCG-209 are being renovated, with updated media systems, but not GWP-320 (Lucien Room)

2. ProofPoint Training
   - UWIT has recently launched a tri-campus IT Security Training Pilot Program. I hope to include all CTC members in this pilot. If you are unwilling to participate and give feedback, please let me know by Wednesday (06/05/24).

3. NameCoach will be integrated into Canvas during the Summer Quarter (to launch in the new Academic Year)

4. WiFi for WPH ground floor (i.e. Food Pantry and adjacent areas)
   - We have picked up the cost of installing the infrastructure for wireless access points on the ground floor of WPH. WiFi should be available in the summer
5. Tri-campus Web Accessibility Checker
   5.1 SiteImprove ended on May 30, 2024
   5.2 Will take 30 days to onboard the current users to DubBot (so without web checker for a month in June).
   5.3 Instead of the 50,000 web pages limit set by SiteImprove, DubBot allows UW to check 2 million pages.
   5.4 If interested, one can use SiteImprove Extension (free app) to check web accessibility.

6. I & T Governance: Security & Privacy Board
   6.1 To reduce confusion and, minimize institutional risks and aligns with state agencies and laws, the Board will revise the unified data classification approach will be in the four categories below.
   6.2 Category 1: Publicly available information or information that can be made public
       Information that can be or currently is released to the public. It does not need protection from unauthorized disclosure but does need integrity and availability protection control.
   6.3 Category 2: Internal data not intended for public use with little to no legal protection
       Sensitive information that is not specifically protected from disclosure by law but is for official use only. Generally not released to the public unless specifically requested.
   6.4 Category 3: Data requiring greater protection and/or legally protected from public records exposure
       Confidential information that is specifically protected from either release or disclosure by law. Information that requires protections because of the risk of exposure, data integrity, or reputation considerations.
   6.5 Category 4: Date requiring legally mandated special handing and / or requires substantially greater protection measures
       Confidential information requiring special handling that is specifically protected from disclosure by law and for which:
       • Especially strict handling requirements are dictated, such as by status, regulations, or other external compliance mandates.
       • Serious consequences could arise from authorized disclosure, such as threats to health and safety, or legal sanction.

7. AI Discussion (for reference only)
       Summary: Promoting ethical artificial intelligence by protecting against algorithmic discrimination.
   7.2 FreedomGPT
       FreedomGPT Browser is a launchpad for AI. No technical knowledge should be required to use the latest AI models in both a private and secure manner.

8. Join Zoom Meeting
   https://washington.zoom.us/j/96390998834?from=addon
   Meeting ID: 963 9099 8834